The MetaCC project
Compilation and optimisation on the Grid

http://www.metacc.net

The goal of the MetaCC team is to study and build an infrastructure distributed on the grid for code
optimization and compilation. Our research focus on principles and tools needed to build a powerful, helpful,
secure and user-friendly modular infrastructure.
Our main development (in progress) is the compilogrid portal (see below).
The goal of compilogrid is to give distant users the ability to optimize, analyze and compile their software
projects (source code in C, C++ or Fortran) for several architectures (IA32, IA64, SPARC). After this step, they
can obtain an executable version for the selected architecture or an optimized and/or verified source code.
We are building several components for this portal, like for instance a grid version of the PIPS infrastructure
(a source-to-source interprocedural compiler developed by our research center since 1988) and a
parsing web service producing an XML representation of the source code that can be used by optimisation tools.
We also develop a middleware connecting and driving the components.
Compilation is done by GCC compilers with the efficient parallel use of GNU make, distcc and ccache.
Storage and authentication are handled by standard tools and kernel modules. User can access its files with a
combination of rsync and openssh that leads to efficient and secure file transfers.
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main access point for compilogrid
services.
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Users can register using a web
browser. They own a private space
where they can put/get files
using rsync over ssh.
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Web services (SOAP) can be used to
send commands like compile or
preprocess for various architectures.

Parsing (C/C++/Fortran) is performed
by a web service using EDG
(Edison Design Group) parsers.

compilation
authentication
Information for users are stored
with LDAP.
This service handles passwords.

This web service returns source
codes as XML files that follow the
XML Schemas defined by PLML
(Programming Language Markup
Language, www.metacc.net/plml).
This representation allows tools
that manipulate source code to share
a common and open representation.

Compilation is performed by various
compilers from GCC
(GNU Compiler Collection) and
cross-compilation can be done for
several architectures.
Compilation can be performed on
compilation farms (computers
of a local area network) using
distcc and ccache that offer
very efficient compilation on several
processors.

Note that EDG parsers are not open
source and are copyrighted by Edison
Design Group.

Compilation can also be done on the
grid using a distributed compilation
service developped with DIET
(ACI GRID-ASP).
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storage
Each user has its own encrypted
sandbox (home directory) with all
its files.
Each user can publish data for other
users.

Code optimization can be performed
using a 'Grid' (parallel) version of the
PIPS environment
(see www.cri.ensmp.fr/~pips).
Smaller tools can also be used, like
Nestor, a simple source to source
transformation framework where
user adds its own transformations.
See www.metacc.net/nestor.
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These two tools can use the PLML
schemas as input/ouput.

Technologies:
cryptfs, linux loopback encrypted
device, chroot.
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